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Thank you
The founder: Melchior Wernstedt
The organization: Dick Hedman & Barbara Lindgren The
jury: Ana Betancour, Claes Caldenby and Sten Gromark
Thank you for the possibility to do a wonderful study trip
in 2014 to USA to study residential architecture and much
more.

Background
My interest in architecture started already as a kid when I accompanied my father on various building sites. The interest was reinforced
when my summer jobs and vacations were spent at construction sites,
first as henchman and later as a skilled carpenter. The small projects I
attended gave me the opportunity to take part in all stages in the process of building a house, from the design phase troughout the whole
building process. At the gymnasium I studied to become a carpenter.
During this training, I got a thorough review on how to build a traditional Swedish cottage. This knowledge became a solid starting point
when I started my architectural education at Chalmers University of
Technology. Alongside my studies I designed and built small cabins
for family and friends. Today, my field of work has grown into all
kinds of architectural projects as well as working in various ways and
constellations as an architect. After working with all kinds of commissions it has become clear to me that the one type of projects that
I still appreciate a lot to draw and study is the private residence. The
private home includes all the aspects I love about architecture. It contains a human scale where every centimeter matters, where materials,
light and craft becomes extremely evident. In the small dwelling local
building traditions, contexts and lifestyles are more tangible than in
other buildings. In best case it becomes a stage, celebration or memory of the person/people who live there manifested in architecture.
The residential architecture is often born from a face to face dialog
between client and architect without intermediaries. The residential
project is big enough to contain millions of different configurations
of rooms but also small and simple enough for just one architect to
design the whole building from concept into detail.
In my own work private projects mean a direct dialog with often brilliant people that helps me realize new concepts and architecture to fit
their special needs and dreams. Architecture that becomes personal
and more unique than many other types of projects where other aspects than just a great space to live in often interfere with the architecture.

In 2011 and 2012 I designed a project in Indianapolis,
USA. The project was a concession stand in an art park
operated by the Indianapolis Museum of Arts. During this
process I got a good insight into the great craftsmanship of
American building professions. During my many trips to
the United States I also often took some extra time to visit
surrounding cities and sights in the Midwest like Chi-cago,
St. Louis, Columbus, Detroit, Memphis, Nashville and
Louisville. The projects that touched me most on these trips
were small private homes of Modernists like Frank Lloyd
Wright, Eero Saarinen and Mies van der Rohe. I also fell in
love with the common residential American archi-tecture.
The great wood detailing but also how a typical American
house faces the street with a well thought-out zone
between the house and the street. My intention with this trip
was to study this architecture more in depth. To do so I chose
to travel to the West Coast and the East Coast of America.
The West Coast for its modernistic houses often shaped by a
dramatic context. The East Coast for its more traditional villa
architecture. My intention was to study most of the
architecture by short visits just documenting the architecture
with a camera and a measure stick. But in some places where
the architecture really touched me, I wanted to study the
objects more in depth by making an acrylic painting of the
house. The jour-ney is documented as a travel dairy with
pictures and some short words for each day. I did four acrylic
paintings that I later sent to the owners of the different
houses.
I got the funding for this trip just weeks after we found
that my fiancee, Lotta Wågmark who is also an architect
educated at Chalmers, was pregnant. We decided to travel
together. This really made the trip much more fantastic in
many ways.
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Weast Coast
W1
British Columbia
Epic house Vancouver.
Graham House, West Vancouver
Smith house, Vancouver.
Douglas couplands House, Vancouver.

Travel plan

East Coast

Maine
Philo Reed House ,Fort Fairfield
Amazeen House, Houlton
Bradford Peck House, Lewiston
Harrison Bird Brown House ,Portland
Camp Hammond, Yarmouth
John N. Griswold’s House, York
The Isabella Breckinridge House, York
The York Cliffs Historic District,York
The Mary R. Hurd House, North Berwick

Washington
Brandens residence, Seattle.
George suyamas House, Seattle.
Oregon
Packer House, Portland
W2
California
The Carson Mansion, Eureka
Sea ranch condominium 1. Somona
Robert Dollar Mansion, San Rafael
Eichler homes, San fransisco.

W6
Connecticut
Glass House, New Canaan
Orange Street Historic District
The William L.Linke House Hartford

The Hinds House, Santa Cruz
Ohara House, LA
Taylor House, LA
Sachs Appartment, LA
Kings Roads House, LA
Watzeks House, LA
Stahl House Case study 21, LA
Cartelier House, LA
Concrete House,LA
Eams house, LA
Ennis house,LA
Frank o Gherys egna hem, LA
Frank o Gherys Beach House Venice, LA
Glendower house, LA
Chemosphere, LA
Harpel Residence, LA

Pensylvania
Falling water
W5
New Jersey
The Stephen A. Wainwright Beach House, Emerald Isle
The Emlen Physick Estate, Cape May.
The Hereford Inlet Light, North Wildwood,
Chamberlin House, Concord, New Hampshire
Waumbek Cottages Historic District, New Hampshire

Virginia
Thomas Jefferson Monticello estate, Charlottesville
North Carolina
The Wayland E. Poole House, Auburn
Mistletoe Villa, Monroe
Monroe Residential Historic District, Monroe

W3
Elrod House, Palm Springs
Hope Residence, Palm Springs
Desert Hot Springs Motel, Palm Springs
Kaufmann Desert House, Palm Springs

W4
South Carolina
The Gov. William Aiken House, Charleston
Historic District, Charleston
French Quarters, Charleston
Joseph Manigault House, Charleston
Nathaniel Russell House, Charleston
Rainbow Row, Charleston
The Battery House, Charleston
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West Coast

Sunday July 6th
Via Iceland

We leave the 6th of July 2014. There are two cheap flights available
to Vancouver, one flight via Frankfurt and one via Iceland. The obvious choice if you favor scenic landscapes and a hot bath is of course
Iceland. The airplane stops at Keflavik two hours delayed, that gives
five hours of an intense Icelandic excursion. On the way to Reykjavik lies the Blue Lagoon, a place marketed as a natural wonder. The
small road that takes you there really is like taken out of a saga. We
go through a landscape of volcanic stones and at the end of the road
you can see clouds of smoke from the lagoon. The Blue Lagoon is
more like a spa then a natural wonder. The part where you swim is
surrounded by a restaurant building. In the middle of the pool they
have a bar where you can buy drinks from the electronic bracelet
you need to buy before entering the lagoon. The bathing experience
is still ok and the colorful water is nice and warm and smells sulfur.
After the blue lagoon we take the bus to Reykjavik which unfortunately stops outside the town close to an old airport. With only
45 minutes to go before returning to Keflavik I run up the hill in
Reykjavik to see the famous church Hallgrimskirkja and then return
to the bus. Our plan was to see the concert hall Harpa designed by
Henning Larsen and Olafur Eliasson awarded with the Mies van der
Rohe award 2013 but we have only time to see it from the bus. Even
if we just get a quick glimpse of the house it looks really fantastic.
Although this was a short excursion it was a great trip with breathtaking landscape of volcanic ash and mountains. After an easy flight
with Icelandair we land in Vancouver at 7 pm. We are staying in a
hotel on Grand Ville Street and it is a street party there when we
arrive. It looks fun but the time differences of 13 hours and the
dehydration from the Blue Lagoon makes us too tired to attend.

Monday July 7th
Vancouver
There is one modern architect that I associate with Vancouver,
Arthur Erickson. He is a modernist with a penchant for a tectonic almost brutalist design often with natural materials. His
architecture is very site specific and very well adapted to the
terrain. I’ve been in contact with Arthur’s nephew, Geoffrey
Erickson but on a very short notice. I’ve tried to find out if there
are any of Arthur’s villas that can be seen from the road or if
someone has become a museum you can enter. Unfortunately
none of Arthur’s famous villas can be visited since they are all
privately owned. I get some tips for Arthur’s public buildings
in the Vancouver area such as the Museum of Anthropology
at University of BC, Robson Square and Courthouse in down
town and Simon Fraser University. There is also one of his
private projects that can be seen from the road, the Monteverdi
Place on Kew Road in West Vancouver.
We start with Robson Square and Courthouse in down town,
a building that terraces from a square into an atrium with a
courthouse inside. What I have seen of Arthur’s villas in books
they always take advantage of the dramatic landscape but in
down town there is no drama so Arthur brings it there. There
is a park with water falls that start at the square and continue
throughout the walk into the building. All terraces have
concrete beams with greens in them. On the terraces there are
small walkways and rooms with carpets that absorb sound.
The whole arrangement is a calm, quite walk among plants
and sometimes the sound of falling water. It’s a great ambitious
yet human house which seems very suiting for a courthouse.

We walk through Vancouver starting in the old district of
Gastown and continue to Stanley Park. Vancouver seems
like a mix of Manhattan, Oslo and a huge garden. The
skyline is high and most of the buildings look postmodern. Most buildings are also thin which makes them beautiful. I get a feeling that buildings are just like people, if
they are thin they can be in any style and still look ok
but if they are fat they need to have character and
personality. This is the city where we should send all
the skyscraper haters in Stockholm. Vancouver is the
opposite of all mis-guided critique of a high rise city.
Vancouver is not dark and it doesn’t lack green spaces.
The hardest struggle while walking on a warm summer day through the city is to avoid the sun. Vancouver
seems to have gardens with waterfalls everywhere. It’s
very much like Le Corbusier’s vision of houses in a park.
Another thing that stands out in Vancouver is its closeness to nature. Looking north on the streets there are
huge mountains as a background. The south side of down
town is a long beach. On top of that they have Stanley
Park which takes about 30% of down town’s footprint. In
Stanley Park we study the local totem poles. The Native
Americans of the North West of America have impressive craftsmanship’s. It warms my heart.

From Stanley Park we take the bus through West Vancouver to the Monteverdi Place.
The area is situated beautifully between high mountains in the North and the ocean in
the South.
The Monteverdi Place is hard to find but the people on the bus and the bus driver try to
help. Since all Canadians seem so eager to help we trust our IPhone app instead. One
older person who hear our conversation seems particularly eager to help and stands
up in the bumpy road trying to tell us something but we simply have to ignore him.
We leave the bus and walk up the hill for about ten minutes to arrive at the site. The
Monteverdi Place is 20 individually designed villas by Arthur Erickson with a common
building system. The villas stand in a very steep terrain on pillars and are hard to see
since they are surrounded by a lush high forest. You are entering the villas from third
floor or on the first floor depending in which side of the street you live. The common
feature of the villas are a couple of grey painted wooden beams that holds the structure.
These beams are the building kit for the houses and are used individually depending on
site. While photographing the houses from a small path in the woods the old man from
bus comes walking up the path. We start talking and it turns out that he lives in one of
the houses and that was what he was trying to communicate on the bus. He invites us
to his house. It’s on the ocean side of the street. We pass a garage and walk on a small
wooden bridge to the entrance of the house. Inside the house you meet a stunning view
over the Vancouver Bay with Vancouver Island in the far end. The house has two volumes, the living room volume points towards the bay, and the kitchen volume points
along the mountain with a huge veranda towards the bay. The houses look quite small
from the street but this is just the top floor and it feels like a normal villa in Sweden.
But the house has two more stores below. We don’t want to intrude so we just visit the
top floor. When talking to the man from the bus on his veranda it turns out that he is a
professor in electronics and has studied for one year at Chalmers University. How nice
to meet a fellow “Chalmerist” on a terrace in Vancouver!

Tuesday July 8th
Vancouver & Seattle
I wake up 5 am this morning to take a morning walk through Vancouver. I’m in a good mood but a little bit disappointed
at the same time. Yesterday evening before falling asleep at 8 pm I received this email from Geoffrey:
“Hi Anders, Yes there are 2 Epic Houses- the steel one and the masonry (concrete) one for the 2 Epic brothers. There is
a possibility of seeing the steel one Tues. or Wed. evening, when I hope to visit there for sunset photos. I could check with
the owner if you would like to visit.”
If I had planned this trip earlier I could have spent the evening studying the Epic House in the sunset. I walk along the
south shore of the down town island at 6 am in the morning to take a swim. The shore is more or less one long beach
where people are body paddling walking their dogs and flying small helicopters. The city feels now like a mix of New
York, Oslo and the Canary Islands. It is a high-rise city with skyscrapers and beaches in the middle of a fjord landscape.
The only thing that is not charter like is a huge concrete bunker without windows. I take a swim in the cold water and
then check the bunker more carefully which turns out to be a bathhouse that is open. So I take a swim in there too in that
fantastic brutalist bathhouse.
Editing this text a few years later I’ve visited Vancouver again. I have now seen both Epic Houses at sun set along with
many other Arthur Erickson houses including his own house. They are truly epic!
We leave for Seattle. Our first city in the United States. The cute residential skyscrapers are replaced by bigger, higher,
corporate ones. There are no more balconies and gardens. The Canary Islands seem far away. The harbor smells of fish and
the beach is replaced with piers and heavy industry. The nature is still there in terms of very steep streets leaning towards
the sea. We study the two of the architectural “must see buildings”. The Seattle Public Library which was the first OMA
(Office for Metropolitan Architecture) building I visited the day after it opened in 2003 and was one of the main reasons
why I later did my internship at OMA. We also look at the Chapel of St. Ignatius by Steven Holl, a master piece of texture
and light. When being there we meet a lady who shows us around. She is also visiting the building, but maybe for the
hundredth time. She lives in Seattle but is so amazed by the building that she returns to it often to study its light. We try
to take pictures of it, but all colors become white in our iPhones. We go back to the city center and look at the harbor and
Pike Street.

Wednesday July 9th
Snoqualmie & North Bend
We go and study Space Needle and the Museum
of Pop Culture by Frank Gehry. The Frank Gehry
building is impressive and the choice of letting
Frank design the museum is genius. His typical
forms with a collage of materials feel much more
rock’n’roll than what most architects would design even today.
We get our car, a Chevrolet Malibu. We drive to
Snoqualmie and North Bend to eat cherry pie at
the famous Twin Peaks Diner. We stop in Snoqualmie at the visitor’s center. The two people
who work there have no architecture to recommend. We start walking in Snoqualmie. I was expecting more of a logger style town. We drive to
the Salish Lodge and Spa, famous for its setting
next to a water fall and for being one of the spots
in the television series Twin Peaks as the “The
Great Northern Hotel”. The location is marvelous. Our room has a balcony towards the falls
and when you open the door you really hear the
falls roaring. Our room is luxurious with a big
fireplace and a jacuzzi with a disco light function
and sliding doors to enjoy the view. The room is
classy in a modern American sense. The materials, details and proportions look quite cheap but
the programing and oversized room and furniture
make it a very comfortable stay.

Thursday July 10th
Blue Line Lodge – Timberline Lodge
We go to Blue Line Lodge which is a 30 minutes boat
ride plus a 30 minute drive west of Seattle. The old villa
is a log structure. The villa also has some nice Native
American wall paintings. The paintings are directly
painted on the timber and have the same style as those
you see at totem poles. These paintings are also featured in Twin Peaks as the lobby at “The Great Northern Hotel”.
We drive through nature similar to Sweden but with
upscaled trees via Portland to Mount Hood and the
Tim-berline Lodge. The Timberline Lodge is a
mountain lodge at the slope of Mount Hood. It is a big
log build-ing like many other old lodges at the West
Coast. The rooms are simple with bunk beds but the
main area is a very impressive log structure with a
huge fire place in the middle. Since we are at the West
Coast the logs are huge which makes the structure
much bigger than a traditional Swedish log structure.
The wood structure of the main room is leaning towards
the huge central fire-place. This is where I make my
first painting sitting next to the fire place enjoying a
Timberline Lodge rum drink looking towards the big
window facing the peak of Mount Hood.
The Timberline hot rum drink:
Rum butter mixed with cinnamon, brown sugar, vanilla,
ginger, herbs, mixed with hot water.

Friday July 11th
Portland
It’s hard to leave the Timberline Lodge, the air is
cold and fresh and the breakfast is the best I’ve
eaten. But we have to leave for Portland. We look
at the urbanity of Portland which is supposed to
be the hipster capital of the world with many bars
and ecofriendly shops. This day it is a convent in
town called “World Domination” where people
from all over North America spend 300 dollars
listening to TED talks. It feels almost like a religious gathering of some sort. They have posters
all over town and they have put fences around the
biggest square in Portland where they will have
their main event. Due to the convention we have
to live in a remote hotel outside the city center.
What I find most impressive with Portland during our short stay is the food truck squares. A genius use of parking lots that exists here and there
between the quite dense city layout. The parking
lots are not that many compared to a Midwest
town and are surrounded by high buildings. That
makes the parking lots look like empty squares.
Portland has understood the squares potential and
turned the parking lots into outdoor food courts
with the simple trick of renting out the outer line
of the parking lots to food trucks. Before we leave
we also visit the bar area of the west side of the
city. It’s a bit like being at Södermalm in Stockholm.

Saturday July 12th
The Pacific
Leaving Portland for the coast. We stop
at the Ducked Pound Vinery. The Americans drink quite heavy when testing.
We don’t since we are driving. We are
heading to the coast and drive through a
very scenic landscape down to the town
of North Bend.
The architecture is typical for a
West Coast small town with fast food
chains and other stores spread out on
big park-ing lots. The nature is breath
taking. We manage to see a bald eagle
on our way to the coast. On the coast
we stop to see sea lions in a huge
cave. Outside the cave grey whales
pass us blowing out water.
We go south and find the town of Coos
Bay which is dramatically more charming then North Bend. It appears that
most small towns on the West Coast has
a new bigger part that is planned for car
use and a smaller old part often just one
street that has been planned for pedestrians. We find the old part of Coos Bay.
It has several options of nice restaurants
and local shops on a small village street.

Sunday July 13th
July Rodeo & Eureka
We drive south and stop at another village which also
turns out to have an older picturesque part next to
the ocean with several restaurants. On our way
down to Eureka we stop at a rodeo sign next to the
road. We buy some tickets and the rodeo turns out
to be one of the most impressive sport events I’ve
been to. The girls start by catch-ing bulls with a lasso
while riding a horse. They are so good that it seems
impossible for the men to match them. But the men
don’t need a lasso they simply jump from the
horse in full speed and wrestle the young bulls
down to the ground. We continue on highway 101
south to Eureka to see the city center in Victorian
style architecture. We go and look at the perhaps the
most famous Victorian villa in the USA “The
Carson Mansion” by Samuel and Joseph Cather
Newsom which sadly is owned by a secret
society that does not let architects into the house
even if I tried to book an appointment in advance.
We can still see the house pretty clear from the
outside. It’s an impressive scene where every part of
the house is filled with typical Queen Anne elements.
There are also several other Victorian houses to look
at including the one we live in. We also look at an
impressive exhibition of a local carpenter Romano
Gabriel who took the wood ornaments one step
further, making an impressive wood or-nament/
sculpture garden at his front yard.

Monday July 14th
Redwood

I tried to paint our own beautiful
Victorian style hotel The Carter
House Inn, also designed by
the Newsom Brothers, but
realized it would take too long
time.
Driving out from Eureka we try
to find the house of artist Romano
Gabriel without success.
We drive into Redwood Country
passing the Avenue of the Giants
where the biggest redwood trees
in the world are. It’s an amazing nature experience! We also
visit gift shops and stop on what
looks like a tourist trap from the
outside, the Log House. A house
carved out from a giant log. When
going inside the interior however
looks quite cool, almost like a
boat interior.
We continue driving on a scenic
highway between golden hills
down to Calistoga.

Tuesday July 15th
Entering San Francisco

On our way down to San Francisco from Calistoga we study
the famous villa Robert Dollar Mansion. When arriving in
central San Francisco we go
through the central districts like
China Town and Little Italy.
This day we don’t see so much
residential architecture instead
we look at more central buildings like Frank Lloyd Wright’s
Xanadu store next to Union
Square.

Wednesday July 16th
San Francisco
We go west from the city
center towards the residential
areas. On our way we pass
Japantown and a church designed by Luigi Nervi. When
walking around the west part
of the city we see a huge
amount of Victorian row
houses in the styles of Queen
Anne, Stick style and Italianate. One thing that strikes
me both in Eureka and in San
Francisco is the rich ornaments of the Victorian style
houses. Many ornaments and
building details were shipped
via train to the West Coast
and added to simple wood
structures. A concept that
could be even more developed today. At night we find
a musical in a small theatre
situated above a hotel lobby.

Thursday July 17th
San Francisco
Before leaving we look at
some tourist attractions and
famous museums. We look
at the M.H de Young Memorial Museum by Herzog
& De Meuron and California Academy of Science
by Renzo Piano in Golden
State Park. We go down to
the city center and look at
the Transamerica Pyramid
by William Pereira & Associates. Our San Francisco trip ends with being attacked by a seagull that in
one strike steels our French
fries.

Friday July 18th
The Hearst Castle
We go south from San Francisco to Santa Barbara via
the Hearst Castle. Perhaps
the most extravagant mansion built in modern time. The
castle which was built by publishing tycoon William Randolph Hearst was designed by
Julia Morgan during an almost
30 years’ time period. The architecture is a mix of different styles and findings. Some
building details and even
whole rooms are bought and
transported from Europe, selling out architecture elements
cheap after World War I. The
perhaps most impressive architecture elements are the
swimming pools on the mansion front terrace and under
the tennis court.
We arrive late in Santa Barbara
but there are no rooms available in town, at last we find a
motel in nearby town Goleta.

Saturday July 19th
Santa Barbara
We go to Santa Barbara to
meet some friends. We take
one day off looking at architecture. We drink margaritas,
go out sailing and spend the
night at a party on an abalone
farm in the hills outside town.
The host of the party lives in a
double wide trailer. The walls
are 1,5 inch thick. If you push
them they bend. The insulation is next to nothing. The inner walls are even thinner. The
double wide is the finer version of trailers since it is two
trailers that are put together as
one house making it twice as
wide as a normal one. In Sweden this type of living would
be considered miserable but
on the California Coast where
the climate most of the time
is like a mild European summer it works perfect. The living room, the kitchen and the
bathtub are outside. The garden is a large living room.

Sunday July 20th
Goldstein Residence Los Angeles
We leave early from Santa Barbara for Los Angeles. I’ve
been in contact with mr. Goldstein’s assistant Roberta Leighton,
who is going to show us the Goldstein Residence since mr.
Goldstein is abroad. We meet Roberta with my friends Wille
and Annica on the park-ing lot outside the house. We enter the
house over a triangularly shaped pond. Roberta shows us the
golden colored fishes that according to her are the fattest in LA.
I believe her, it’s the first time I’ve seen a fish that looks
over-weight.
We enter the world famous living room. A concrete triangle
roof pointing towards down town LA with a pool to the left.
The tri-angle roof has triangular cassettes in it, a constructive
element that emphasizes the triangular shape. In the shallow
parts of the cassettes small drinking glasses are casted into the
concrete to spread some extra light in the living room.
Originally the living room did not have a glass facade, it just had
a fan creating a warm air cushion separating the outside from the
inside. Today there is a glass facade that slides away with a
push on a button. All the furniture are low and costum made
for the house. The sofa is in concrete with grey leather
cladding. Roberta talks about all fur-niture and what she likes
about them and how to use them. She shows us where John
Lautner, the architect, sat when he made a move on her and
where the dude sits in the movie Big Lebowski. New elements
such as the flat screen TV is hidden in the roof and comes down
with a push on a button. When the TV folds out a new roof
slides out to hide the gap the TV creates when unfolded.

We continue out to the pool. There is no handrails
even though you most likely would die if you fell
from the pool platform. Lautner hated handrails
and bended the concrete plate at the edges instead so you don’t go there by mistake. Inside
the pool there are glass windows to the bedroom
level below, where the previous owner had his
work space. The windows are not there for perverted reasons. They are there so the previous
owner could see her kids playing in the pool to
avoid drowning accidents. The most impressive
things about the house is how Lautner has placed
this house on a steep slope in the Hollywood
hills. The triangle shaped rooms sit perfect on the
steep slope and the nature is always present in
the design. The nature and outdoor elements
continue from the outside to the inside and
vice versa. The feeling of the house is really to
be on small platforms on a tropical forest hill
and that’s what makes it so beautiful. Roberta
mentions that mr. Goldstein has put a lot of
effort to construct a tropical forest since LA
really isn’t a tropical region. I can understand
why, since the outside is so important in this
design.

We walk down to the master bedroom level and pass photographs and
paintings of mr. Goldstein as well as model shots from the house. The
master bedroom is also triangular and points towards down town LA.
Roberta pushes a button and a glass facade slides away and you have an
infinity triangular bedroom. The bedroom also has several custom made
furniture such as a triangular bed, an office chair standing just on one
tilted leg that can rotate and is connected to the concrete floor. We walk
towards the bathroom passing the windows to the pool and mr. Goldstein’s hat collection. In the hallway mr. Goldstein has installed a secret
scale inside the floor so he can see how much the models weigh when
they pass. According to Roberta it is a joke since all the models lie about
their weight. The bathroom has a beautiful and advanced sink in glass
where you wash your hands in a small waterfall where the water runs on
glass out to the tropical forest. Outside the bathroom there is an infinity
jacuzzi on a small terrace looking out over LA.
Roberta takes us down a beautifully casted stair following the steep tropical terrain. Mr. Goldstein also has his own skyspace designed by James
Turrell. I’m a big fan of Turrells work. Me and some friends almost
crashed our car in the Arizona dessert one time when we tried to reach the
mother of all skyspaces the Roden Crater. The Roden Crater is a secret
skyspace in one of the many craters north east of Flagstaff. I did not succeed to see the crater since I would have needed a four wheel drive jeep
to cross the dessert roads that time. If I ever visit Flagstaff again I will
come prepared. Apparently there are around eight private owned skyspaces in LA and the owners sometimes go to each other’s house tours
to compare their skyspace to the other ones. This skyspace is much more
Hollywood than the only one I’ve seen so far in Järna outside Stockholm.

This one is rectangular shaped with a recessed bed in the floor.
Since I now know that mr. Goldstein has a penchant for buttons
I’m not surprised when the roof opens when Roberta pushes another button. We continue the tropical loop towards the guest
bedroom area. The rooms in this area are also triangular shaped
and by now I’m too filled with impressions to notice all the details. The bathroom with mirror cladded walls are however a detail that is hard to miss.
Roberta takes us to her last surprise a new house that is being developed next to the Goldstein Residence. It was a Lautner
house there before that has been teared down with Lautners
blessings. Now mr. Goldstein is building a new house
designed by one of Lautners apprentices. This house is a
private night club with an infinity tennis court on top. There
are some friends of mr. Goldstein playing there just like in any
MTV Cribs episodes. This house has many features like the
Goldstein Residence. But the major difference is that this house
is one big volume placed in a dramatic landscape instead of
several smaller triangles due to the large footprint of the tennis
court on top. It is still a nice house but due to its scale it
misses all the small refined meetings with nature. Many parts
of this house is still under construction and I’m sure it will be
one of the more spectacular private night clubs in LA. At last
Roberta shows us her new office behind the nightclub that she
will move into the next day.
I decided to do my second painting/postcard on this trip here.

Schindler House
After lunch we visit Schindler
House in the lower parts of
Hollywood. It’s the third time
I go there since it is the third
time I’m in LA. But I must
say it is a bit of an anticlimax
to visit the house after seeing the Goldstein Residence.
However it is a guide there
that makes this visit a bit more
informative than the previous
times. It is the first time I’m
able to go up on the roof to the
outdoor sleeping area which
makes this visit a bit new. I
guess that two great houses on
one day is one too much. The
first one will always be better.

Monday July 21st
The Book House
We visit a house unfamiliar to me that Wille has been
passing while biking in the mountains outside Santa
Barbara. It’s a house that looks like a pile of books and
has a post box shaped like the ass of a cyclist. The
estate is owned by Ted Gardner, a real estate owner,
artist and writer who never published a thing. He calls
his estate the Hermitage.
The Hermitage consists of three houses and when I say
house I mean a structure with an inner space that you can
enter and use. From the outside the houses could be mistaken for sculptures and it seems like most of them started that way, became too big, got an inside and became a
house. The three houses are “The Book House” which is
a pile of huge books that contains an art museum. The
second house looks like a happy space shuttle and it is
Ted’s studio space. The third one goes in the same style
but looks more like a house and it is Teds home.
The estate is filled with different pieces of art/objects. The
great thing about all these objects from my perspective is
the un-pretentiousness of them. Ted doesn’t seem to box
things like a usual person. If it’s an art object, an architectural object, a fake, a copy, a shitty object, a great object,
a poem, a rhyme, a cactus, a plant, or a joke doesn’t seem
to matter and it seems to be no hierarchy between them.
He just makes or buys what he likes and just put it in
his garden and houses.

Ted told me that he started this collection by copying a sculpture that he could
not afford to buy. When I talk to him it
seems like he has no ambitions of being an artist. My feeling is that he just
filled his life with physical things that
he wanted. He just get ideas that he has
to follow through and he has been doing
that for the last decades and the Hermitage is the outcome of that. I believe that
there was never the intention to build a
museum in the first place, it just grew
to be become one. When it started to
look like a museum he turned his home
slowly into one. When someone just do
what he wants to do for his own personal
joy for decades all small things add up to
something great and personal, quantity
becomes quality. While walking on his
estate and seeing the massive amount of
work you slowly learn Ted’s personal
language and start to enjoy to be in his
world and it is a fun and colorful world
with great ambitions compared to many
other ones.
I made my third painting and postcard
on this trip of The Book House.

Tuesday July 22nd
Santa Monica

On our last day at the West Coast we
look at some world famous classic
modern villas in the Santa Monica
area. We start by looking at Frank
Gehry houses. First is Franks famous own house in Santa Monica,
a house that wraps an old villa with
a new deconstructive skin. We pass
the Norton House at Venice beach
and finally Binoculars building. All
houses are great examples of Frank’s
earlier works which are my favorite
ones. We end our West Coast excursion looking at the Eames house.

East Coast

Wednesday July 23rd
Savannah

We arrive in Savannah. The first thing I do is to buy a guidebook in
the visitor’s center to Savannas architecture. It focuses on the great private villas of Savannah and lists the different architectural styles of each
house. The greatest architecture achievement is however the city’s master plan which you don’t need a guidebook to explore. The city follows a
grid system with small parks on every third block. Many of the streets
have a green strip between the road and the sidewalk with high trees
and most streets are surrounded by small villas and row houses that
often have a small garden towards the street. With a tropical climate
all green areas and parks has a lush and high vegetation providing a lot
of shadow. The houses in the historical district are one of the finest examples of American residential architecture and range from vernacular
styles to Victorian architecture. All green areas make the city feel like
a park or a forest rather than a city. Even though the city was planned
for military purposes it is one of the most picturesque and cozy cities
I’ve been to. The large number of Afro-American well-dressed ladies
having conversations on the park benches also highly contribute to the
atmosphere. Another factor that makes this city cozy is that you are able
to bring your drink when leaving the bar. A cold drink helps in the heat.
With a drink in one hand and a guide book in the other I’m studying and
trying to memorize the features and attitudes of the different styles of
American residential architecture. The difference between Queen Anne
and Italianate is more clear here than in San Francisco. The Italianate
houses actually look Italian like the strict Mercer House which has symmetric facade and is a stone house compared to the Queen Anne Smith
Field Cottage which is a wood house with an irregular plan with a big
porch, active facade and an oriel window and looks much more like an
English house. I think I might start to learn this.

Wednesday July 24th
Charleston & Two Meeting Street Inn
A bartender in Savannah told me that Charles-ton
is like the Beatles and Savannah like the Rolling
Stones. Walking in Charleston I agree. Charleston
seems not as rock’n’roll as Savan-nah and the city
plan is more average. The houses in Charleston seem
slightly bigger then in Sa-vanna and also a bit
older. The houses seem to be from the 17th century
and in Georgian style. The porches in Charleston are
also bigger, often on all floors and sometimes take up
to a third of the house total foot print. I have
decided to not walk around town all day studying
houses.
We have checked in at the “Two Meeting Street Inn”
a Victorian house built in the late 19th century. I
will study this house more in depth. I will do so by
making my fourth painting. This B&B is beautiful
and extremely comfortable. There are three ladies
working all day making lemonades and homemade
cookies. They serve great break-fast, afternoon tea
and complementary sherry all day long. It’s a hard
choice what to paint. The house is filled with
details. The stairs, the small entrance with a fire
place, the big fire places, the furniture, the garden the
windows are all details that should be studied more
carefully. The giant porch is however the most
spectacular feature and also a great place to paint
while enjoying the great southern hospitality.

Friday July 25th
Washington DC
We take the train to Washington
DC. Down town is bigger in
scale, coming from Charleston
it feels oversized. The streets
are 40 - 50 meters wide and
empty. The pavements look
expensive and clean. The city
feels safe. The houses stand in
big blocks around 10 floors high
and most houses look new. We
live at the cross-ing of 12th
street and K Street in the middle
of down town. Look-ing out
from the window over the large
street I can see about 500
meters. Even though it’s Friday
night it can take minutes before I see people passing. While
walking in down town there are
some glimpses of the past scale
of Washington. Sometimes a two
or three story row house is kept.
The funny thing in Washington is
that there is often a bigger 10 story building on both sides and behind the small houses. The small
houses almost become details to
the bigger buildings.

Saturday July 26th
Monumental walk
The map of Washington seems
a bit out of scale. Walking from
the hotel to Capitolium, to the
Obelisk, to Lincoln memorial,
to the White House, to DuPont
circle and back to the hotel
seems like a two hour walk. The
walk turns out to be around seventeen kilometers and takes all
day. The monuments and scale
of the parks are impressive and
much bigger than expected. If
it wasn’t for the white paint and
that the parks were filled with
people running and picnicking
you would think you were standing in a dictator’s absurd project.
I’m thinking of Brasilia’s masterplan that has been described
as an absurd project. It seems human compared to this. I wonder
if the Americans knew they were
going to become a superpower
when they built all of this. The
huge scale and cleanness work
somehow for the most important
capital in the world. It looks serious without looking scary.

Sunday July 27th
Philadelphia
Philadelphia seams in many ways the
opposite to Washington DC. The city
has narrow streets. They are about 15
meters in average. The city consists of
a grid of row houses with big buildings and skyscrapers squeezed between
them. Sometimes there are just two row
houses wide sometimes more. The city
is much livelier than Washington even
if it is a Sunday. I’m happily surprised
over the city’s diversity. On one street it
feels like walking in London with row
houses on both sides of the street. On
the next street you feel like walking in
New York with high skyscrapers along
the narrow streets. I could imagine New
York looking like this in an earlier stage
of its development. The city is a mix
between European and American in a
good way. It has the density and narrow
lively streets of a European city but also
American skyscrapers and buildings
with very high ambitions and quality. I
don’t have much time in Philadelphia. I
do some attempts to reach the water but
I fail. I buy an incredibly good tasting
mint candy called York. I rush
home, there is a thunderstorm coming.

Monday July 28th
Philadelphia-New York-Long Island
Before leaving Philadelphia we take a quick
look at the Louis Khan project at the university
close to the train station. Lotta is pregnant and
we both got food poisoned the day before. We
are in a hurry and we only have ten minutes to
explore the building while dragging on heavy
suitcases. The house looks amazing. It’s a pity
we did not have more time. The details of this
building look amazing and there are several
people entering the building and I would have
loved to go inside.
We arrive in New York. We rent a new smaller
Chevrolet Cruze in New York. After two nervous turns we end up in the Lincoln tunnel going to New Jersey instead of going as planned
to Brooklyn. I get to see parts of New Jersey
and Bronx instead which look quite ruff from
the highways. We find a wedding hotel without
a wedding at Walden River on the north east
part of Long Island. We find a restaurant five
minutes away on the beach at Walden River.
The food is fantastic and so is the sunset. The
drive there feels very similar to the archipelago close to Stockholm. The nature is similar
and so is the white painted wood houses with
their towers and verandas.

Tuesday July 29th
The Hamptons

We decided to explore the Hampton’s. On the way there we
stumble upon what seems to be the famous Duck Building,
the one Robert Venturi and Denise Scott Brown write about.
South Hampton is a picturesque village where the rich people
of New York have their summer places. The town is packed
with expensive boutiques with well-known easy to wear
brands. The town also offers overpriced salads, American/
Italian coffee and local wine. The houses are charming but
the village is boring. I’m a collector of American refrigerator
magnets. During my trips to America I have built a map that
capture the spirit of the country through its various beautiful
designs of magnets. America has perhaps the most describing and crafted refrigerator magnets in the world. This is
the first place in America I can’t find a magnet. They only
sell expensive gifts here. We cruse through the neighborhoods to look at houses but we mostly see resting Mexican
garden keepers lying in the shadow of hundred meters long
perfectly trimmed hedges. Now and then we pass a house
you can see and it is usually a great looking well maintained
wood castle. We go down to the beach, the sand is white and
perfect and the ocean is warm. It’s a public beach but
some-one tells us that we parked at a private parking lot
and we have to leave. We go to East Hampton and the
town is just like South Hampton. We leave for the orient
point to take a ferry to Connecticut. On the way we take
two small ferries and pass some really nice villages and
houses without hedges and dehydrated Mexicans. The
houses on Long Island are really a treasure.

Wednesday July 30th
Cape Cod
We stay overnight in the small
village Mystic in Connecticut.
We leave in the morning for
Cape Cod. The houses are a bit
more restrained here, slightly
smaller and slightly greyer. A
bit more Scandinavian. We go
out to the famous Kennedy residence and just drive around in
the afternoon on the peninsula
visiting small villages. In the
evening we drive to Boston.

Thursday July 31st
Maine
We go north from Boston to Maine. It’s
a bit like entering Sweden. The nature
seams familiar. We go to the small town
of Orrington. I got relatives here. My
grandfather’s cousin and his wife lives
here in a Cape Cod style house. The
house is beautiful and John and Mary
Jane are two fantastic hosts. In the garden we study some small colorful birds,
we see a gold finch, humming birds, a
cardinal, a blue jay and an indigo bunting. The birds are much more
exotic and colorful than our Swedish
ones al-though the nature seems quite
similar. It’s strange that they don’t visit
us. John and Mary Jane have our
whole visit planned in detail. We
start by eating their home baked
whoopie pies. We go on a tour of the
surrounding towns, hills and fjords of
Orrington.

Friday August 1st
Maine
We go on a tour through small villages in Maine looking at private
houses in New England style. We
drive to Mountain Dessert Island
and visit the town of Bar Harbor.
We see a lot of private houses in
both New England style and Shingle Style. From a beach we can
see Martha Stewart’s big estate in
shingle style. We say goodbye to
John and Mary Jane at their gazebo
in Orrington. We leave for Boston
in the night.

Saturday August 2nd
Gold Cost
We drive from Boston to New York. We
stop at Long Island. Just outside Queens
is a cluster of castle like private mansions built in the early 20th century by
wealthy people from New York. Since it
is afternoon we only get to visit one of
the mansions before they close for the
public. Except the bigness of the house
and expensive details there are two features that stick out. The great porch and
the garden. The porch is enormous and
seams to be constructed for hosting big
parties rather than having any day to day
social function. The most striking detail
is the garden and its cut out views. From
the center of the house there is a one
mile long opening in the forest. The
opening is about ten meters wide and
has the same proportion as a typical
small town street. The opening is a
constructed view from the center of the
house and a continuation of the house
main axis. This openings give a sense
of spaciousness and richness to the
estate. The opening in the forest is a
beautiful walk through a green street
but also scary. The trees next to the
street are packed and it feels like the
forest is watching you.

Sunday 3rd & Monday 4th August
New York

We have two final days in New York before
flying home. There is not so much private
residences to see in the middle of Manhattan but a lot of other architecture. We ended
up the night before at a quite scary hotel in
Queens. After some incidences we left in
the middle of the night to find a new hotel
in Manhattan. When arriving we saw Bryant Park at the night and were amazed by the
big search lights sitting on a tall skyscraper
lighting up the whole park. We wake up late
and continue to explore the parks. I have
been in New York several times before and
seen most of the famous buildings so we
focus on Central Park instead. We pass the
Swedish cottage. It’s a rest from the World
Exhibition in Philadelphia 1875-1876 that
was later moved to New York. Although it
was built in Sweden it reminds me a lot of
the houses we have seen on this trip. But this
one is supposed to be in a Swedish style. It
was shipped to America to represent something Swedish, but I can’t see what is Swedish anymore. It’s a nice house but it looks
like a mix of all the styles I have seen on this
trip. With this house I complete my mission
and we enjoy New York for one more day
before flying home.

Final Words
I got the funding for this trip just weeks after we found out that
my fiancee Lotta was pregnant. We decided to travel together.
This really made the trip much more fantastic in many ways. If I
would have postponed the trip I would probably have had to wait
several years since I had to include my kids on a quite intense
road trip. These new circumstances gave me limited time to book
tours of private homes and contact the people living in the houses
I wanted to see. With that said Americans are often proud of their
homes and gladly show them to foreigners, even if we most of
the time just showed up without a notice.

In a more concrete way the trip influenced two projects
I already had on the drawing board when traveling. One
was a sketch for a ski jumping tower in Stockholm called
“Fiskartorpet Ski Jumping Lounge”. I met with the client
Wille in the Goldstein Residence. That building gave us a
common ground on which architecture to aim for. The roof
in that project was really inspired by the roof of the Goldstein Residence. So was the custom made concrete furniture in the same project. This sketch never got realized
but led to many other great projects.

My preferred method of studying a house was to do a detailed
acrylic painting of it. This however turned out to be quite time
consuming. When a private person was kind enough to let us into
their house it felt a bit intrusive to ask if I could stay for a couple
of days to do a painting. Most documentations had to be made by
camera. I did have the chance to paint four different houses. Two
of the houses were hotels which provided the time and space I
needed to paint. The other two houses were owned by eccentric
owners that had made it a life mission to show their house to others. Since the purpose with the paintings was to study the houses
I did not feel the need to keep them. When I got back to Sweden I
sent them to the house or hotel owners with some kind words on
the back. I got some really nice letters back!

Another project I worked with during the trip was a small
extension in the Stockholm archipelago called “Look out
lodge”. In this project I borrowed both detailing and building processes from the Victorian houses on the West Coast.
Seeing all architectural elements that was transported by
train from the East Coast to the West Coast and the impact they did on the architecture I got inspired to do the
same thing in this project. I realized in the Victorian houses
how a bay window often become like a space of its own.
I wanted to try the same strategy in my own project. This
house is designed as a standard wood house to be built by
local carpenters with two inserted architectural elements
built by myself. An inserted sky window tower and a corner window that creates its own small space in the house.
The sky tower facade also got some nature inspired detailing from the Native Americans from the Pacific Northwest
with some ginger bread carpentry of the local Stockholm
archipelago fauna.

It’s hard to say how the trip has influenced me as an architect. I
guess all trips make you see things in new ways. Time will tell
what I will keep and use in my own practice. One thing that definitely inspired me was the architectural ambition of the houses.
The courage to test things, to put an enormous amount of effort
to design and build something that sticks out in any style. Those
ambitions are contagious. It makes you proud to be an architect
but also obligates you when back at work to be brave and stubborn.

I want to end this text by thanking Melchior Wernstedt for
this fantastic travel scholarship and the whole organization
making the scholarship possible. It has been a great experience both personally and professionally.

Fiskartorpet Ski Jumping Lounge

Look out lodge

